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LeakNet™ is a unique approach to leak detection that integrates two 

independent methods of leak detection into a single complementary package: 

Dynamic line monitoring via Pressure Point Analysis (PPA)™ and MassPack™.

These systems can be used together to monitor the line or individually as the sole leak detection 

method. LeakNet™ is configured on site and can be reconfigured at any time by the user. 

What is LeakNet™?

A flexible, dynamic package
LeakNet™ provides flexible, dynamic leak detection capability unsurpassed in the industry.

`` PPA™ is tuned to automatically adjust to operational changes. 

`` PPA™ features five statistical filters to maximize response time to different sized leaks.

PPA™ dynamic line monitoring
Under stringent state and federal testing, LeakNet™ has demonstrated:

`` Consistent detection of 0.08 percent of flow leaks in under 48 minutes. 

`` Detection of leaks as small as 1/16 inch in diameter in under two minutes. 

MassPack™ 
`` Dynamic line pack compensation is tuned online under actual operating conditions. 

`` Automatically calculates optimal threshold settings and warns when a leak condition is developing. 

Static-PPA static line monitoring 

`` Static line monitoring that is third-party certified according to federal EPA protocols on  

certain applications. 

`` Certified leak detection performance in the parts-per-million range. 

`` Fully automated test procedure with test cycle typically less than 10 minutes. 

`` Only transport pipeline system to have this leak detection certification. 
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Pressure Point Analysis (PPA)™ is an event detection methodology that 

looks for characteristic internal energy and momentum changes in 

pressure and flow rate to identify a leak.

Patterns containing the characteristic signature of a leak are extracted from the normal hydraulic 

background noise by patented, real-time statistical algorithms. Proprietary pattern recognition 

algorithms and intelligent alarm processing separate leaks from normal transient events. 

Pressure Point Analysis (PPA)™

Why PPA™ works where others can’t?

`` This physical event travels 30 miles (50 kilometers) before it begins to attenuate, allowing for  

30-plus mile instrument spacing. 

`` PPA™ monitors for relational changes at each instrument independent of others. Actual values  

are never compared or used in global calculations.

`` PPA™ works in wet oil or wet gas with ordinary instruments. It maintains response time and 

sensitivity even when instruments are lost.

`` PPA™ operates at full sensitivity and speed even when meters fail. PPA™ can operate with  

as little as one instrument.

PPA™ standard intelligent alarm processing feature, SmartPoint™ provides 100 percent nuisance alarm 

free operation. SmartPoint™ conducts a logical analysis of the PPA™ inputs from a pipeline section to 

determine whether a statistically significant event is a leak or a normal transient condition.

What does this mean to you?

`` Fewer instruments: Instrument pacing within  
30 miles does not improve sensitivity. 

`` More economical: Instrument repeatability trumps 

accuracy. Instruments need only respond to the 

change generated by the target size leak. If the 

instruments can see it, PPA™ can detect it. 

`` Lower maintenance: Correct calibration is 

unnecessary and only needs to be operating in  

the upper two-thirds of the range. 

`` No temperature input: The leak signature is a  

physical change independent of temperature issues. 

What does the leak pattern look like?

`` A leak results in a sudden loss in mass.

`` The loss in mass generates a sudden drop in pressure.

`` The pressure drop causes a traveling wave of low 

pressure called an expansion wave that moves in 

both directions in the pipeline at the speed of  

sound for that fluid.

`` The flow rate at the inlet of the line speeds up to 

serve the leak.

`` The flow at the discharge end decreases because  

fluid is being diverted.

`` The pattern exists regardless of whether the  

product is liquid, gas or multiphase.
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MassPack™
MassPack™ is a proprietary dynamic meter balance module defined under API 

1130 as a modified volume balance methodology. Highly configurable, it is  

part of the standard LeakNet™ package. 

MassPack™ uses the same meter and pressure inputs as PPA™ but in a completely different way, 

providing an independent secondary methodology. Using PPA™ and MassPack™ together provides the 

highest level of reliability and leak detection capability.

A highly stable and robust package, MassPack™ accepts a mixture of meter types on any pipeline 

segment. Meters can range from orifice plates to PD meters to Coriolis meters. 

MassPack™ features a statistical analysis filter for meters with erratic output. It evaluates  

the data per API MPMS Chapter 13.2 and improves performance by minimizing the 

processing of erroneous data. 
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Top rated

LeakNet™ holds two Best Available Technology 

(BAT) ratings from the state of Alaska. It is the only 

technology named BAT for Arctic environments in a 

2002 Minerals Management Service study. It is  

third-party certified for static line operation under 

federal EPA protocols. 

Fully tested product

LeakNet™ arrives on site fully tested on a dedicated 

enterprise class server. Organized around client-server 

technology, its specific functionality is contained 

in software modules linked with internal network 

communications. You control how LeakNet™  

is integrated into your system. 

Stand alone

LeakNet™ gathers its own data from the field or reads 

your PLCs or RTUs. It operates independently with a 

dedicated display and keyboard.

Application server

LeakNet™ can obtain field data directly from a  

host DCS or SCADA system over a network or other 

communication path and function as an  

application server.

Auxiliary system 

Additional operator stations can be installed at 

geographically diverse locations.

Optional software modules 

LeakNet™ is an economical choice because you only 

purchase what you need. The package contains a suite 

of core modules that provide leak detection and 

 intelligent alarm processing capability (PPA™, 

MassPack™ and SmartPoint™). If your application needs 

additional features, plug-on modules are available. 

Optional software includes data archives, alarm and 

event logs, leak locators, training and simulation.

Redundancy options

LeakNet’s network-centric architecture allows for 

several reliability enhancing options: 

`` Hot Standby: Dual LeakNet™ systems monitor each 

other with the standby machine taking control when 

a fault is detected. 

`` Spare: A duplicate LeakNet™ in a nonactive 

computer with a rapid startup capability designed 

to shorten recovery time. 

`` SmartSearch: When the primary data path is lost, 

LeakNet™ automatically searches for alternative 

sources. 

Instrumentation

`` Only three instruments – two flow and one pressure 

– are needed for maximum performance and 100 

percent nuisance alarm free operation. 

`` Four instruments – two flow and two pressure – 

provide leak location capability and dynamic line 

pack compensated mass balance. 

`` On lines over 60 miles (100 kilometers), additional 

pressure instruments can improve speed of 

response and sensitivity.

Benefits

`` Standard, off-the-shelf software means fast and 

bug-free startups. 

`` Service support available.

`` Flexibility to monitor multiple products at the same 

time including wet gas and wet oil. 

`` Reliable nuisance alarm free operations for fully 

instrumented pipelines. 

`` Straightforward leak detection easily understood  

by operators and engineers. 

`` Unparalleled expertise servicing the industry  

since 1975.
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